
• timber frame structure with minimum 60 year life-span
• extremely flexible & adaptable
• plenty of space and storage 
• highly insulated with sheeps wool and wood fibre insulation and airtight to reduce heat loss
• mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) that also controls humidity (which reduces allergens)
• extremely low energy with underfloor heating and LED lighting
• a very healthy internal environment (no material off-gassing/VOC emissions)
• made in the UK, manufactured off-site and assembled over 8-10 weeks

• the highest levels of sustainability (potentially zero-carbon, Code Level 6 and Passivhaus)
• treads lightly on the ground, using optional micro-piles or ground screws
• award winning design (5 architectural awards including British Homes Award’s “Small House of the Year”) 
• different cladding options to suit the site context, including timber, brick slip, zinc and stone
• supporting communities and encouraging urban gardening and growing

The building concept responds effortlessly to the occupants’ requirements, however varied. It can be personalised 
from the outset, but can easily change to meet individual tastes and preferences over time. The simplicity of the 
system will support different internal configurations and will allow it to be easily extended, either extruded along the 
length, or doubled-up.

Britain’s Future Home
The building concept responds eff ortlessly to the occupants’ requirements, 
however varied. It can be personalised from the outset, but can easily change 
to meet individual tastes and preferences over time. The simplicity of the 
system will support diff erent internal confi gurations and will allow it to be easily 
extended, either extruded along the length, or doubled-up.

• low impact, low-energy & highly sustainable housing
• diff erent sized homes that can be easily extended to provide additional 

bedrooms, play rooms or home offi  ces
• an appealing option if having to re-house people due to under-occupancy 

(a positive move)
• plenty of space and storage 
• a mix of cladding materials including brick-slip, zinc and timber
• promoting the three Rs... reduce, reuse, recycle
• eco-hub, bike store and recycling centre
• encouraging urban gardening and growing
• each dwelle.ing factory built in 8 weeks / 2 weeks on-site
• from £89,000 each

one bedroom home  from £89,000
dimensions: 4.9 x 12.7m externally; 4.1 x 11m internally (69m2)

This one bedroom “dwelle.ing” with double-height living space and 
kitchen-diner fully complies with Lifetime Homes, so is perfect for a 
young couple wanting a starter home or an elderly couple.

two bedroom home  from £115,000
dimensions: 4.9-10 x 12.7m externally; 4.1-9.4 x 11m internally (82m2)

A bedroom “pod” can be added at any time as the family grows. 
This can also be used as a home offi  ce. An “entrance pod” can be 
fi tted to provide a little extra living space.

a healthy home
We want to ensure the living environment is a healthy environment. Our heating and 
ventilation systems and the materials and fi nishes throughout the house promote 
healthy living. We’ve researched fi nishes and treatments and determined whether 
there are any VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds) or other substances that can off -
gas into the living spaces.
Where possible we will only specify internal fi nishes that meet the Allergy UK’s Seal 
of Approval, that assess products which restrict, reduce or remove allergens from 
the environment of the allergy suff erer.

an intelligent building
The design includes the integration of a KNX system that will provide full home and 
building control, ranging from lighting and shutter control to security systems, heating, 
ventilation, alarming, water control, energy management as well as appliances and 
audio systems. Control is through a wall mounted interface, iPad or smart phone. In 
addition to providing maximum convenience, the ultimate aim of such a system is to 
reduce energy consumption.

spacious & bright interiors
There are extremely large windows to the main living space allowing plenty of natural 
light into the building. Roofl ights also maximise daylight into the home. The result is 
a bright spacious space.
The design promotes the idea of a “lifestyle home” where people generally want 
more living space. Although the overall building is very small, the size of each space 
is generous and provides a very practical and effi  cient layout.
Adequate storage space is a high priority for most home owners. The dwelle.ing 
off ers more than suffi  cient concealed storage space including a cloakroom, full-
sized hanging wardrobes, plenty of kitchen cupboards, a recessed shower room 
cabinet and high level storage in the living space.

supporting the community
The quality of the public realm is as important as the quality of the homes and 
buildings that make up a community. The importance of the provision of well-
designed and well-maintained public spaces as an intrinsic part of creating decent 
homes.
Our “eco-hub” concept for multiple homes is an ideal solution to effi  ciently grouping 
sustainable systems, which could be shared and easily increased over time, and 
would be a common link for neighbours. With careful landscape design and the 
inclusion of street furniture, these secure spaces could be vibrant, social centres in 
the community.

environmentally responsible
The compact nature of a “dwelle.ing” means it treads lightly upon the environment. 
Each dwelle.ing achieves good levels of sustainability in a number of areas, both in 
construction and in operation.
The home can achieve all mandatory requirements for Level 6 of the Code for 
Sustainable Homes for materials, waste, water and energy. Although the main building 
fabric and specifi cation is fi xed to ensure the building can be as environmentally 
sustainable as possible, the purchase options include a variety of renewable energy 
systems to make it zero carbon.

fully accessible
The proposed design is Lifetime Homes compliant, the internal accessible systems 
and fi ttings provide clear design, high-quality materials, durable quality and excellent 
design; a wide range of products which create accessibility for people with limited 
mobility.

three bedroom home  from £125,000
dimensions: 11 x 12.7m externally; 4.1-10.3 x 7.4-11m internally (108m2)

If a further bedroom is required, a single storey extension can be 
added. If the bedroom pod has been fi tted, this can be relocated to 
create an external home offi  ce or playroom.

2x one bedroom homes
internal fl oor areas: 75m2 & 34m2

If the family needs to downsize back to a one bedroom home, 
perhaps the kids have fl own the nest, the partition panel can be 
reinstated and the layout converted to form two small houses.

designed for living

one bedroom home two bedroom home three bedroom home
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Our eco homes are comfortable, low-energy, low-carbon, affordable, great quality spaces for people to live in.
The home can be personalised and easily adapted over a lifetime. We’re making homes not just houses...
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